
An enduring partnership  
Insight helps you deliver meaningful
outcomes with Microsoft. 
 • 30+ year partnership
 • Microsoft’s largest global reseller 
 • Devices sourced to 49 countries  
  in 14 currencies

Our partner

Why Insight for Windows 11 Pro Devices? 
As a global systems integrator, Insight helps you maximize control of your fleet of devices 
to optimize costs and performance outcomes. We bring expertise, resources and support to 
each phase of the device lifecycle so you can stay focused on your business.

Insight’s Managed Security Services (MSS) protect against threats and prepare you for 
future security risks. We provide highly scalable, fully orchestrated security services 24/7/365 
from support centers around the globe. 

MSS offers a variety of benefits, including: 

 • Advanced analytics for 24/7 visibility, detection and response  
 • Rapid remote incident responses and escalations  
 • Reduced dwell times from industry average to minutes  
 • Global threat hunting and research capabilities  
 • Applied threat intelligence, incident investigation and analysis  
 • Decreased operational burdens and costs

Security at every level 
With Windows® 11 Pro, hardware and software work together to keep your information, 
identity and data secure from the chip to the cloud. Windows 11 Pro raises the security 
baseline with new features built into the operating system and hardware. By delivering 
advanced protection for the hybrid workforce, it lets your teams be productive from 
anywhere without compromising security. 

Windows 11 security priorities
Windows 11 Pro builds upon the existing Windows foundation with new security 
requirements that boost resiliency and protection for your hybrid workforce, including:
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Zero Trust protection
Windows 11 Pro relies on a three-pronged approach to Zero Trust principles: First, it verifies explicitly, meaning it always authenticates and 
authorizes data points. Second, it uses least privileged access to limit user access based on possible risks. Finally, it assumes breach to 
minimize potential attacks. 

Modernize security with Insight.
Insight offers a variety of services to help you evaluate, prepare and integrate Windows® 11 Pro into your existing environment.

1.800.INSIGHT  |  insight.com

About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. 
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create 
meaningful experiences. 

Insight Consulting & Readiness Services Insight Managed Services

• Securing Identities Workshop
• Threat Protection Workshop
• Microsoft® Sentinel Workshop

• Insight Managed Security for Compliance
• Insight Managed Sentinel
• Insight Managed XDR (Taegis)

A true end-to-end partner
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to 
develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
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